
Good Shepard Presbytarian Church
Cerritos Mission Church 

Open Bank
Han Mi Bank 
Paris Baguette

KIA
Hyundai Corportion

Streamericas

Copier Expo Inc.

 

Noxxon Enterprise 
Lamb’s Auto Center 
Kim Tae Soon Rehabilitation Hospital
Han Sang Restaurant
New Garden Restaurant 

 & many, many, many, and many 
private donations

Without the support of these organizations and 
people, COF would not have been possible. 
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“COF is like Hot Cheetos, because no matter how moody or distressed you are 
before coming to COF, the buddies’ presence, like the spicy MSG in Hot Cheetos, 

becomes so addicting that you don’t want to leave at the end of each day.” -Robin Kim
“COF is like Nike Free Run 5.0 because it’s comfortable.” -Jehee Lee

“BELLS UP!!” -Julia Kim
“As the Deer was my favorite.” -Yera Yoon

“Guys…!!!” - Flora Kim
“One thing I’ll miss most about COF is jjajangbap. I love the sensation of a piece of onion getting stuck in the crevices between 

my teeth. I love when the juice just drips down and I have to wipe it with napkin.” -Roy Chung
“I learned that even if you are going through a hard situation, 
you should always keep your chin up and laugh!” -Ryan Han

“Paul is like Iron Man because he is intelligent.” -Stephanie Bae
“My favorite memory was going to Tastea.” -Stephanie Dang

“My favorite memory in COF is the Christmas party when we 
showed the parents what we have prepared for months.” -Julie Kim

“COF has helped me think more about life in high school.” -Grace Kim
“COF is friendship.”-Emily Hwang

 “I enjoy watching the buddies’ faces light up in bright smiles”- May
 “I joined because I saw my older brother do it and wanted the same valuable experience in helping others out.” -Jeong

“COF is eye opening.”-Rebecca 
 “My mom made me join but now i really enjoy spending my Mondays with the other volunteers and buddies.” –John  
“COF is fun” -Elliot
“I enjoy taking care of the buddies and spending time with Zenas.” -Andrew 

nice.” Angela
“I expected COF to be boring but it’s really fun because your buddy is with you all the time.” -Julie

 “I’m allergic to oranges.” –Denny Fong 
 “It’s a win win situation. You not only get your volunteer hours but also get to help others.” -Samuel 
 “I expected COF to be much more rigorous but it is easier than I thought because the buddies are very responsibly, friendly, indepen-

dent, and very intelligent.” -Phillip

Buddies and Volunteers
Monday’s

Joshua Kim & Roy Chung Jeremy Hsu & Ryan Han

Bill Liao & Denny Fong Brian Kim & Phil Kim Charlene, Jehee, & Yera Lawrence Chong & Elliot

Calvin Carillo & Rebecca John Hur, Danny, & Emily Percy Chung

Jonathon Kim & John Park John, Eric, & Chanwoo Abraham Park & Howard Zenas Leung & Andrew

Karem Han & Julie Kim

Wilbur Chen & Samuel

Paul Kim & Vivian Kim



Brian Tow & Joseph Bae

Ernest Wang & Cindy Park

Buddies and Volunteers
Wednesday’s

Lauren Yoon & Jeong Kim Sharon Yoon & May Lee Sharon Youn & Angela Lee Caleb, Phillip, & Matthew

Eric, Minsung, & Tyler Andrew Chao & Stephanie

Phil Kim & Ju Sun Lee Jaylen Hioe & Sooji Kim Darian Hioe & Yongjun Joshua Kwon & Irene Yu

David Fong & Joseph Lee Kevin Choi & Chris Hong Johnny Kim & Judy Choi

Dean ToliusisJodie Wu Sean Toliusis Alex Gao 

 

GREAT JOB to our buddies: 
Paul Kim, Calvin Carrillo, Kevin Choi, 

Phil Kim, and Jonathan Kim & 
volunteers: Toby Lee, Stephanie Bae,

 Julia Kim, and Sharon Shin!

COF LUBS YOU GUYS!!! 

Special thanks to: 
Hyundai Corporation

KIA
SteAmericas

Toby: Looking back at my great half-marathon endeavor, I know that it truly was a once in a lifetime experience. Some people 
assume that running a marathon is a one-shot deal, but it actually takes months of intense training to prepare for the big race. big day. 

-
gized by the encouragement and support we supplied each other through the race, our teamproudly conquered the intimidating 13.1 

blistered feet, but the sense of accomplishment and inexplicable joy was worth it. 

Julia: 

was worried if we would be able to complete the raceat all, but with the enthusiasm the buddies, Calvin, Johnny, Kevin, Paul, and Phil 

Stephanie: For three consecutive months, COF and the volunteers practiced for the Surf City Marathon. Unfortunately, I was forced 
-

I can think was “No more practice? Right…? Oh my God, we actually did it.”Overall, the marathon was surprisingly fun and memora-
ble. I would like to thank COF for creating a memory that I will cherish forever.

On February 2,2014, 9 buddies 
and volunteers went out to Huntington 
Beach to take part in the Surf City Marathon, 
an award-winning half marathon course 
in the country.  Starting along Paci�c Coast 
Highway and passing by the famous 
Huntington Beach pier, volunteers were 
able to create a bigger bond with 
their buddies.     



Christmas Party 

YogurtlandGraduation
2013

Summer Camp


